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The zero-free &romatic number x* cf a s&ned graph 2 is the smallest positive number k for 
which the vertices can be colored using *I, 3~2,. . . , *k so the endpoints of a positive edge are 
not colored the same and those of a negative edge are not colored oppositely. We establish the 
value of x* for some special signed graphs and prove in general that x* equals the minimum 
size of a vertex partition inducing an antibalanced subgraph of 2, and also the minimum 
chromatic number of the positive subgraph ,.kf any signed graph switching equivalent to 2. We 
characterixe those signed graphs with the &+est and smallest possible x*, that is n, n - 1, and 
1, and the simple ones with the maximum as$d minimum x*, that is [n/21 and 1, where n is the 
number of vertices. We give tighter bounds, on x* in terms of the underlying graphs, but they 
are not sharp. We conclude by observing that dete rmining x* is an N&omplete problem. 
We introduce the (zero-free) chromatic n)mber of a signed graph, a graph with 
edges labelled by signs. We look for structural formulas and upper and lower 
bounds in terms of vertex partitions, the positive and negative edge sets, and the 
doubly signed adjacencies. We also study the signed graphs with the largest or the 
smallest chromatic number having given order, underlying graph, or doubly 
signed adjacencies, and we characterize the extremal examples among all signed 
graphs and among signed simple graphs. 
Signed graphs and balance were first defined by Harary [4]; coloring1 was 
introduced in [7]. A signed graph 2 = (r, a) consists of a graph f = (V, E), which 
may have lloops and multiple edges,’ an@ a sign function a : E + (+ , -}. We also 
denote the underlying graph r by 1x1. The order of r, or C, is n = n(r) = IZ(~) = 
IV1 ; we :mmxne n 3 1. The complement of a vertex set Xc V is denoted by 
Xc= VX; and P denotes the complementary graph of 8 simple graph F. The 
positive edge set of C is E, = 8( +); the positiI?e part of C is the all-positive 
subgraph 2+ = (V, E+, +). Similarly we define E_ and C_. The negative of 2 is 
-c = (8: -a). 
A s&graph E1 is balanced if every circuit has positive sign product, a&- 
balancet! if -& is balanfd. If X and Y are disjoint subsets of V, the balamd- 
induced rubgmph C l (X, Y) is the signed graph whose vertex set is X U Y, whose 
’ In our sense. A d%%zent ‘coloring’, reaHy a kind of cluster analysis, was defined by Cartwri&~i and 
Harary PI. 
2 We will not need the haif edges and loose edges (or ‘fret: loops’) of [7,8,9]. 
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edge set is {e EE: C(R) = + and e has both endpoints in X or both in Y, or else 
u(e)= - and e has one endpoint in X and the other in y), and whose signs are as 
in C. An easy but fundamental criterion for btiiance is 
Switching Z by XS V means reversing the signs of all edges with one endpoint 
in X and the other in X5 A signed graph C’ obtained by switching C is said to be 
switching equiwdenf to it, written C’- C. A basic and easy the&em is that & - & 
if and only if & and & have the same underlying raph and the same balanced 
lcircuits. It follows that’._& can be sv*%ched to be all positive (all negative) if and 
only ifit is b-c&l @ntibalanced). 
A zero-free colpin~ of g ‘in k @z&n&) cob, where k is a non-negative 
integer, is a mapping. c : T?+ {kl, *2,. . . , *k}. (A co&&g allows 0 as another 
color. Here we treat only zero-free colorings,-but there is a close relationship: see 
118, Section I].) It is prspet if the endpoints of each positive edge have different 
signed colors and those of each negative dge have colors that are not negatives of 
each other. Thus unbalanced loops do not affect the properness of a zero-free 
coloring, but a signed graph with a positive loop has no proper colorings. The 
zer@ee &mm&c numbet of Z, denoted x*(Z), ‘is the smallest number of 
(unsigned) colors for which c has a proper xero-free coloring. Since we treat only 
zero4ree colorings in this article, we will omit the modifier, speaking only of 
‘c&rin&$* 
The chromatic number of an unsigned graph is denoted &I’). 
Some parti&ar@ned graphs are: The all-positive sigried graph +r, denoting 
(r, +) or the graph f with all edges positive. Thea&negative signed graph -F. 
The signed expansion f r= +FU-r (meaning ‘the edgedisjoint union of two 
gr4iLE on the sarne’veztices). The siBed complete mphs, (K,, c), also written Kr 
to signify the signed:& on vertex%et V(I‘> with negative dge set E(r). These 
should not be confused with complete signed graphs, where every vertex pair is 
adjacent at least once. Imp&ant examplesof the latter that are not signed K,‘s 
are -Q’U -& and -f’U +&, which have respectively all possible negative (or 
positive) adjacencies and the positive (or negative) adjacencies of r; here again r 
and _I%n are assumed to have the same vertex sets. 
For some of these examples the chromatic number is quite easy to determine. 
L&t [xl denote the leastintegeti ~lt. We have 
x*t+n = ri x01 9 
since coloring +r is like coloring r but we save in the count by using both signs of 
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each unsigned color value; 
x*(-r) = 1, (2) 
since we can color every vertex the same; and 
xY*r) = x(r), (3) 
for since every edge appears doubled with both signs, the color signs play no role. 
Because adding edges only makes a graph harder to color properly, we have the 
useful fact that 
x*(X,) sx*(&) if X1 is a subgraph of & (4 
To de&e switching ofa colored graph, if we switch C by X, we must also negate 
all the colors of the vertices in X Then it is clear that switching 2 does not affect 
its chromatic number. 
The basic formulas for the chromatic number are given in Theorem 1.1% vertex 
set is called an (anti)baZanced set in C if it induces an (anti)balancect subgraph. 
The4mm 1. ?%e zero-free chromatic number x*(X) is equal to 
(a) the mininum number of antibahnced sets into which V cart be partitioned, 
and 
(b) the minimum of x(\X:l) over all C’- C. 
Proof. (a) Let p denote the minimum partition size. Let c be a minimal proper 
coloring. By definition of properness c-‘&i) is an antibalanced set for each i. 
Thus p--(x*. 
Conversely let V be partitioned into p antibalanced sets VI, V2, . . . , VP. By 
Lemma 1, each Vi splits into two subsets (possibly void) such that each edge in a 
subset is negative and each edge between subsets is positive. If we color the 
subsets respectively +i and -i, we have a proper coloring. Thus x* G p. 
(b) Suppose we color IX+\ by the positive colors +l, +2,. . . , +&S+\). Then all 
positive edges of C are properly colored, and so are all negative edges, so 
x* s xG+l). 
Conversely let V be partitioned into x* antibalanced sets F:. We can switch Z 
to C’ in which the edges lying in each antibalanced set Vi are all negative. Then 
clearly #:I) 6x*. Part (b) follows. Cl 
It would be desirable to have a ‘bottom’ analog of Theorem l(b), say of the 
form x”(X) = maxr#_z f(lr;‘:l) for some function fi 
Theorem 1 implies (l)-(3) and also (S)-(7) now, stared. Let m(r) denote ‘the 
size of a largest matching in r We have 
x*t+ru -K) = XW), 
*r c C c +r U -K, implies x*(X) = x(r). 
(5) 
(6) 
m m tihtisky 
me results follow from (3) and (4) since +I’U -K, clearly has a proper coloring 
using x(r) positive colors. And 
.u*(-ru+&) = at - m(r99 __ I I (7) , 
The reason: the +.K, prevents any antibalanced set from having more than two 
vertices. The -I’ prevents an antibalanced pair that is adjacent in r; thus the 
antibalancled:pairs of b~pro~r b#ding fiinri &matching in ‘SC. we conclude that 
X* a 1~8 - nr(rc). Convrcersely a W&mum matchj.ng iriP tiehis a pmper coloring in 
n-m(I’9 colors, whence x* s n - m(P). Formula (7) follows. 
I?ormulas (5) and (7) show th-ri;t .the chromatic number problem for signed 
graphs includes both that for ordinary graphs and the maximum matching 
problem. This can also be seen from [8, Section 61; in fact, (Sj and (7) follow from 
the results there. 
CoxoUaqL Lt%LCIuzVerwZuo~. Thenx*(Zt)=ni.X=*IQ;~*(Z)=n-1 ifs 
caon&ts of *& with either a non~oid set of edges at one vertex, or an unbalanced 
tuiu&e, removed; and otherwise ~*@)a n - 2. /hd x”(Z) = 1 if and only if C is 
antitid 
Roof. ‘Ihe values given are obvious, as are the characterizations for chromatic 
number 1 and n. Suppose now that x*(Z) = n-l, and :et &=E(*K,)\E(Z). 
There can be no two nonadjacent edges in &. Thus either & consists of some 
edges at one vertex, or it is a triangle, with perhaps doubled edges, on vertices 
U, U, w E V. If EO is anything but an unbalanced triangle, then {u, v, w} is an 
antibalanced set and x*(Z)“- n - 2. 0 
Now we come to .deduce bounds .on the chromatic number. An obvious lower 
bound is 
That the bouhd is not sharp even up to sm;&ing is shown by C = *II So it will 
not give a ‘bottom’ formula for x*. 
Let AX be the graph of doubly signed adjacencia in C: that is, v and w are 
AX-adjacent if they are both positively and negatively adjacent in 6. Then we have 
The fkst inquality follows from (3) and (4). For the second, choose a maximum 
matching in A$ and use it to color C as in the proof of (7). 
Althou& these are quite weak bounds, it is regrettably diRicult to find all the 
graphs satisfying them exactly. But for signed complete graphs we can do so. The 
next rest fe gives sharp absolute bounds (in terms of the order) for all signed 
simple p qhs. 
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T&B- 2. Let C be a signed simple gmph. Then x*(X)g [~~/21, with quality 
p&se& when C is complete and baianced, or n is even and G contains a balanced 
&_+ or n = 4 and C is an unbalanced 4=circuit, OY n = 6 and 4c switches to Kr 
where r is a S-circuit plus an isolated vertex. Also x*.(Z) Z= 1, with equality precisely 
when C is antibalanced. 
mf. The upper bound follows directly ?om Corollary 1. The iower bound is 
trivial; the case of equality follows frc m Theorem l(a). 
As for equality in the upper bound, it holds by (1) when C is complete and 
balanced. Suppose n is odd, n = 2m + 1, and C is incomplete or unbalanced. Then 
it has three vertices not all adjacent, or it is complete and hence has an 
unbalanced triangle [2, Theorem 3.21. S&e the remaining 2m - 2 vertices can be 
divided into m - 1 antibalanced pairs, we have X* G m <[n/2?. 
Now let n be even. If G contains a balanced K,.+ then (1) and (4) imply 
x* = n/2. This takes care of the case n = 2. When n = 4, it leaves only antibalanced 
Z’s, for which x*== 1, and the unbalanced 4-circuit, for which clearly x* = 2. So 
let na6. 
Suppose C has maximum degree less than n- 1. If 12$1” has two non-adjacent 
edges, then (since n 26) C contains two disjoint antibalanced vertex triples; then 
x* < n/2. otherwise, c is a signed K-1 plus one isolated vertex, and by the odd 
case x*= n/2 if and only if the K,-l is balanced. 
We now assume that x* = n/2 and C has a vertex v, of degree n - 1. Let us 
switch so u,, has only positive edges, and set ?P = Z\v,,. If (?P+)= contained a 
triangle uvw, then uvwu, would be an antibalanced vertex quadruple and 
x*< n/2 by Theorem l(a). So (?P+)c is ::riangle-free. If it contains no two 
nonadjacent edges, then it is a claw: a graph whose edges all meet at a common 
vertex, say u. In that case X\u is a balanced K,+ 
Assume (Y+)” contains two nonadjacent edges, say WV and wx. If u and v were 
not adjacent in 2, then uvz and wxv,, (where z is any sixth vertex) would be 
disjoint antibalanced triples in X, hence xx< n/2. So C must be complete and 
(P,)” = !P_. If there were a vertex z nonadjacent in !P_ to u and v, then uvz and 
wxu, would be disjoint antibalanced triples in 2. Therefore every vertex other 
than u, v, w, x is a neighbor in P_ of u or v (but not both) and w or x (but not 
both). So if II/_ contains a 5-circuit, it must be an induced one. Suppose !R does 
contain a 5-circuit. When n = 6, this results in a 2 with x* = 3, since Y cannot be 
colored properly in two unsigned colors without using all four signed colors. 
When n >6, there is a seventh vertex z, which must be adjacent to exactly one 
end of each edge of the circuit; but that is impossible. So there is no induced 
5-circuit in !P_ when n > 6. &4 longer induced circuit is impassible because it 
would contain edges uv and wx and a vertex z not adjacent IO either u or 2). 
Hence P_ is bipartite. Moreover, it is connected. Finally, it 1s complete. For 
suppose its diameter were at lea,st 3. Then :.here would be an Educed path uvwx 
and another vertex z. Suppose z is adjacLilt to K then u i; adjacent to x or W, 
3?~‘Obvio@y all@&) ye in the class NP. The first case, (SQI), itg e@ivalent 
to determining balance of 4, whi& is solvable in time quadratic in n [5]. For 
k ~3, (SC&) ““f8i”g as a subproblem (thy qse C = *r, by Eq. (3)) the 
IUPaompl@e ebten? (C&J “Is x(r) =G k?” Anii (Sqd cckains ((24) as the special 
casec=+r. 0 
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